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Mindfulness is way we can support each other to stay grounded in times of stress and anxiety. 

The program is based on the five core principles of Trauma Informed Support (TIS): safety, choice, 

collaboration, trustworthiness, and empowerment 

Mornings with Purpose develops trust, creates a vehicle for purposeful communication and sequences 

events in our day. It strengthens connections and relationship skills as we learn how to listen, cooperate 

with each other, and form positive and trusting relationships with each other. This promote a positive 

culture where everyone’s voice and opinions matter. 

Our day will begin with gentle music playing and slow purposeful movements that set the tone. 

We use breathing to become more aware of the present.  

We are learning to let go and find new ways of responding and self-regulate heavy feelings. 

Getting to know a person in their own space  

Process- 

Staff arrive and set up our IT throughout to site  

Each room is dimmed, music with either binaural beats (music that encourages relaxation promotes 

concentrations and alertness)  

Communication is minimal and in lower tones to each other and participants  

Participants arrive and are escorted to their core room. Bags are place in one area of the room 

minimising distractions. Everyone takes a place 

Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client – just be – you may hold a hand, place a hand on their 

shoulder, and breathe together. 

Minimal  talking- just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  

It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for people to feel safe, be 

seen and heard and make connections  

For sites with more who are able to we do the same though guided meditation and  visualisation 

(pictures in your mind) 

We now encourage participants to practice deep breathing while listening to a guided visualisation 

exercises. Tapping or a gentle hand massage can be initiated. 

Once participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins. We can then facilitate 

passive activities around gratitude, feelings, positivity and being kind to each other. 

 Venues Suitable 

for 

All  Duration Mornings program    

 Improve 

breathing, 

focus, 

concentration, 

visualization, 

Improve 

balance and 

calmness 

Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
-For participants who can we do the same through with visualisation (pictures in your 
mind)  
For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with participants by 
breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation and 
gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 
 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 

place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 



Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 

 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 



 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 

 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 



 Repeat  Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 

 

 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  



 

 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 

 

 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  



It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 

 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 
place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
 
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  



 
 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 

place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  
(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  
 

 
 Repeat Once all participants arrive staff sit with a client not using words – may hold a hand, 

place a hand on their shoulder and breathe. Tapping or a gentle hand massage. 
Just breathing and being together – creating a sense of safety &  collaboration  
It takes a lot of practice however when you get there it really creates a space for 
people to feel safe, be seen and heard and make connections  
(Parkdale & Edithvale)  -For participants who can we do the same through with 
visualisation (pictures in your mind)  



 

 

 

 

(Clayton) For high emotional regulation needs participants - we connect with 
participants by breathing together holding a hand and gentle connections. 
(299) At our high support site we create a combination - space with guided mediation 
and gentle connections. 
Once the participants have entered a zone of calm and wellness our day begins  
We can now commence a passive activity  
ACTIVITY SUGGESTION  

 


